
Electric  grill Techwood TGD-2180 Ref: 3760115719972
Electric  grill Techwood TGD-2180

A world of flavors with the Techwood TGD-2180 Grill.
Immerse yourself  in an unforgettable world of flavors with the Techwood TGD-2180 electric grill,  which allows you to enjoy great food
without unnecessary fat and excess calories. With a switch to control the temperature, this innovative grill allows you to perfectly match
your cooking preferences. Whether you want to grill juicy chicken, tender vegetables or appetizing sandwiches, the TGD-2180 is ready to
meet your requirements.
 
Taste and versatility in one
The exclusive Panini Grill is an additional feature that makes this model stand out from the rest. Thanks to the adjustable top plate, it is
possible to adjust its height, allowing you to prepare even the most demanding dishes. With the possibility of 180-degree opening, the
grill allows you to fry on two sides at the same time, with full evenness of flavor. In addition, the non-stick coated grill surface makes it
easy to clean after preparing food.
 
Convenience and elegance - designed with you in mind!
Convenience  and  intuitive  use  are  priorities  in  the  design  of  this  model.  With  light  indicators,  you  can  easily  monitor  and  control  the
grilling  process.  The  innovative  locking  system  ensures  safe  use,  while  the  durable  stainless  steel  handle  and  decoration  give  the
TGD-2180  grill  an  elegant  look  that  will  fit  into  any  kitchen.  Don't  waste  any  more  time  on  lengthy  preparations  -  it's  time  for  an
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exceptional experience of culinary triumphs with the Techwood TGD-2180 Electric Grill. With a power output of 2000W and 220-240V~
50/60Hz,  you  not  only  get  efficient  cooking,  but  also  a  guarantee  of  exceptional  flavors  and  healthy  meals.  Get  ready  for  culinary
discoveries that will win the hearts of your guests and family members!
 
	Brand.
	Techwood
	Model
	TGD-2180
	Materials
	Handle and decor made of stainless steel
	Power
	2000W
	Power supply
	220-240V~ 50/60Hz
	Functions
	Temperature  control  selector  switch,  dietary  cooking,  Panini  grilling  function  height  adjustable  top  plate,  180°  opening,  two-sided
cooking cook on two sides at the same time, non-stick grill surface, operation status light indicators, safety use system

Preço:

Antes: € 78.4986

Agora: € 71.00

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Other
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